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Particulars 20-Dec 13-Dec 6-Dec 29-Nov

Currency in Circulation 12578 12615 12557 12450

State WMA 3.42 7.73 - -

Cent. WMA - - 42 -

Govt. Cash Balance 439 1 1 1

Important numbers from RBI's B/L (in bn)

Date Instrument Payment Amount

2-Jan Gsec Interest 6885

2-Jan Tbills Redemption 17317

3-Jan Gsec&SDLs Interest 2301

4/6/7/8 Jan SDLs Interest 1509

9-Jan Gsec&SDLs&Tbill Int&Redmp. 22936

11-Jan SDLs Interest 424

13-Jan Gsec&SDLs Interest 1972

15-Jan Gsec&SDLs Interest 3041

16-Jan Gsec&Tbills Int&Redmp. 9030

17/18 Jan SDLs Interest 673

20-Jan Gsec&SDL Interest 1061

21/22/23 SDLs Interest 1281

23-Jan Tbills Redemption 13907

25-Jan SDLs Interest 795

27/30 SDLs Interest 133

30-Jan Tbills Redemption 17669

100934

Date Instrument Noti. Amount

1-Jan T-bills Auction 7000

3-Jan G-sec Auction 15000

8-Jan T-bills Auction 7000

10-Jan G-sec Auction 15000

14-Jan SDLs (estimated) 12000

15-Jan T-bills Auction 7000

17-Jan G-sec Auction 15000

22-Jan T-bills Auction 7000

28-Jan SDLs (estimated) 12000

29-Jan T-bills Auction 7000

31-Jan G-sec Auction 15000

119000

Cash Inflows in Crs.

Total

Cash Outflow in Crs.

Total

Parameters (Amt in bn) Dec-13 Jan-14

Opening Liquidity -920 -1464

A. Inflow s 1929 1877

A1. Gsec&SDLs 315 300

A2. Tbills 694 710

A3. Govt. Expenditure 920 867

A4. OMO 0 0

B. Outflow s 2473 1875

B1. Gsec&SDLs 743 820

B2. Tbills 720 490

B3. Govt. Revenue 1450 700

B4. Currency in circulation 60 135

B5. CRR -150 -50

B6. FX Intervention -350 -220

Closing Liquidity -1464 -1462

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Source: Reuters, RBI, MyCap estimates 

 

1. Liquidity deficit for the month see sawed from 900bn to 450bn then again 

above 1.3tn late in the month. FCNR deposit is said to have played an 

important role in bringing down deficit significantly however seasonal 

factors compelled borrowing to remain elevated at the MSF window. 

 

2. OMO hopes have faded completely as RBI is seen pumping reserve money 

buying foreign assets. 

 

3. If one presumes government to remain frugal in a bid to improve deficit 

numbers than liquidity and subsequently short rates should remain tight.  

 

4. Deposit growth outpacing credit growth is liquidity supportive however 

similar kind of outperformance is unlikely going forward. 

 

5. Divestment can suck out considerable amount of liquidity. RBI may than 

look out for OMO or preferably other means for injecting requisite cash. 

 

6. After a steep rise in vegetable prices, currency in circulation growth rose 

from ~9.5% to ~11%. We expect currency leakage of ~135bn this month.  

 

7. Overnight rates are unlikely to fall from MSF to repo rate. First half of the 

month may see some easing bias compared to the second half where 

inflow is relatively less.  However no G-sec auction in the third week may 

lend some support. 

 

8. T-bill auction amount has been compressed considerably nevertheless 

heavy bid acceptance at the non-competitive counter may push the total 

amount northward. 

 

9. Money market managers seem to have done with their quarter end 

portfolio re-shuffling and may transact on cash movement. 

 

10.  
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